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Very fine; thank you for your report.  I approve of the way you handled the "28 documents" in your 

memo.Unfortunately, I don't think our previous P.O.C. will be working there anymore...I think his retirement 

date was August 1.  Good luck with the new (and undoubtedly confused) P.O.C.!To:	Douglas Horne/ARRBcc:	 

From:	Manuel Legaspi/ARRB   Date:	08/05/97 08:36:09 AMSubject:	NSADear Commander Horne:I plan on 

calling our NSA poc tmrw. re: administrative issues concerning documents.  I have four basic issue areas that I 

will ask him about:1. The 85 documents ready for delivery to NARA.	- One document needs to be referred to 

the FBI.  I will ask him about procedure.	- One document is still being "considered."  I will ask him about 

procedure.	- I will ask him about the blue-highlighted copies of documents that we still retain.  I will find 

		out if the NSA wants those back or if we should 1) keep the copies for our records, or         		2) place them 

in the burn bag.	- As stated in an earlier email, I will call Steve Tilley to arrange for the delivery.  Tom 

		Samoluk and Eileen need to be informed (for p.r. purposes) when this delivery takes 		place.2. I will ask him 

about the disk he is supposed to send us that contains the RIF information for four of the 49 documents voted 

on by the Board in Mar 1997.  He had told Christopher that those would be coming sometime this week.3. I 

will ask him about the 28 documents that they supposedly had delivered to ARRB in Dec 1996.  Christopher 

checked all of the logs and did not find any record of this delivery ever taking place.4. I will ask him when their 

staff would be available for the briefing that was discussed at our last meeting.  I will not set up any definite 

time or date, rather, I will ask him regarding a general time frame so we can check our own schedules for 

compatibility.END 
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